Standards Review and Revision

Fifth Committee Meeting Summary

Music Committee

Meeting Summary

Committee Chair: Marcy Cochran and Kristine Coniway
Committee Members present: Margaret “Peggy” Austin, Regina Flores-Dunda, Nathan Howe, Amy Martinson, Zachary Rupp, Nichole Seay, Cindy Smith, Carissa Wilkinson

AM Focus:
The music committee reviewed and completed revisions on the Grade Level Expectations, the Evidence Outcomes, the Essential Skills, the Inquiry Questions, and the Expand and Connect statements. The committee:

- Made minor revisions to the Grade Level Expectations and Evidence Outcomes,
- Created statements for the Essential Skills, and
- Made minor revisions to the Inquiry Questions and the Expand and Connect statements.

PM Focus:
The music committee reviewed and revised the Family Guides and the Front Matter of the Music Standards. The committee:

- Made revisions to the Family Guides, and
- Made revisions and the Front Matter of the standards.

Next Steps
The Music Content Specialist will complete the formatting of the standards for approval by the Colorado State Board of Education.